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ECL próbavizsga B1

Listening
Part 1
You are going to hear two people speaking about national parks in America. They talk about their
experiences and also give some information about the most important national parks. Listen to them
and choose the correct answer (A, B or C). There is an example (O) already done for you.
Listen carefully.
You can listen to the programme twice. Do as much as you can the first time and correct or finish
your work the second time. Finally, you are going to have 60 seconds to finalize your answers.
Now you have 90 seconds to study the sentences.

0/ The time of day is

A/ late in the afternoon.
B/ early in the morning.
C/ exactly twelve o’ clock.

1 / The forest they are in is

A/ dark.
B/ deep.
C/ airy.

2 / The colour of the mountain looks like

A/ thick smoke.
B/ a deep lake.
C/ the ocean.

3 / They see a wolf because

A/ nobody can hunt there.
B/ it is far away from them.
C/ it ran towards them.

4 / For breakfast they did not eat

A/ fruit.
B/ potato.
C/ eggs.

5 / They will spend the next few days

A/ in the mountains.
B/ in a hotel.
C/ eating and drinking.
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6 / Many people who visit the Blue Ridge Parkway

A/ ride a bicycle.
B/ drive there.
C/ travel by bus.

7 / The so called “backcountry” is

A/ near big cities.
B/ not around major towns.
C/ far away from big lakes.

8 / If you wish to eat dried food, you need

A/ hot water.
B/ a cooker.
C/ hot milk.

9 / The walkers’ special equipment includes

A/ strong ropes.
B/ a portable cooker.
C/ heavy duty walking sticks.

10/ Along the Appalachian Trail walkers can stay in

A/ tents.
B/ shelters.
C/ small wooden houses.
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Listening
Part 2
Mr. Ralph Hammond is an internationally renowned cook who has just been appointed to be the
head chef of the Red House Hotel in Padstow, Cornwall. You are going to hear a radio interview
with Mr. Hammond, who speaks about the new hotel and also about his life. While listening
complete the sentences (1-10). The first one (0) has been done for you as an example.
You are going to hear the text twice. Do as much as you can the first time, and complete your work
the second time. Finally, you are going to have 60 seconds to finalize your answers.
Now you have 60 seconds to study the sentences below.
INTERVIEW WITH MR. HAMMOND

.old pictures

0) Mr. Hammond found
1)

According

to

many

people

about the hotel on the Internet.
the

Red

House

Hotel

is

the

…………………………………..………………………..…...……... hotel they have ever seen.
2)

For Mr. Hammond it is important to produce …………………………….………...……. foods.

3)

He is very glad when people ………………………….………………….. the food he prepared.

4)

He thinks that the British …………………………………………..…………………………… .

5)

When he lived in the countryside, they could pick …………………………………………..
from their garden.

6)

If they wanted to eat meat his ………..………………………………………………………… .

7)

His mother ……………………………………………..……………………..they ate every day.

8)

In France they lived among ………………………………………..……………………. people.

9)

At Christmas people want ……………………………………………………………………… .

10) Mr. Hammond thinks that quality …………………………………...………………….……… .

